where 6 > 1, 0 < a < 1, each 6n is an arbitrary number, and $ has period one. We show that there is a constant C > 0 such that if b is large enough, then the Hausdorff dimension of the graph of Wf, is bounded below by 2 -a -(C/ In b).
We consider the Hausdorff dimension of the graphs of various continuous functions. We introduce a new geometric property of a function: convex Lipschitz of some order, and obtain an upper bound on the dimension of a graph with this property. In particular, our analysis includes functions of the form oo fb(x) = Yb-anHbnx + en), n=0 where 0 < 6n < 1, b > 1, 0 < a < 1, and $ is periodic with period one. For example, we show that the graphs of the van der Waerden-Takagi functions have Hausdorff dimension one. We also give lower bounds on the dimension of graphs of the form oo Wb(x)= Y b-an[®(bnX + 6n)-®(0n)], n = -oo where 0< a < 1, 6 > 1, 0 < f?" < 1, and $ has period one. We note that this series converges uniformly on compact sets if $ is Lipschitz and bounded. In particular, if $' is continuous and a is fixed, then there is a positive constant C such that 2 -a -(C/lnb) < dimfb = dimWb < 2 -a, for sufficiently large 6.
The fonctions of the form fb or Wb have a colorful history, and continue to make an appearance in various fields. In 1872, Weierstrass introduced the functions oo K(x) = E''"an(cos27r6Tlx) n=0 and showed that they were nowhere differentiable in certain cases. G. H. Hardy not only showed that K(x) is nowhere differentiable for all b > 1 and 0 < a < 1, but, in addition, obtained some exact results concerning the local Lipschitz order of these functions [5] . Besicovitch and Ursell obtained lower estimates, somewhat similar to ours, on the dimension of graphs of functions which were required to have a large amount of lacunarity [2] . The functions Wb and /;, treated here do not meet their requirement. Mandelbrot proposed a study of the functions Wb with a view to applications and for its intrinsic properties. It has been conjectured that dim(W(,) = 2 -a, for all b > 1, in case $(x) -cos27rx [1, 4, 8] . The computer studies of Berry and Lewis indicate the complicated behavior of these functions [1] . If each 9n = 0, then Wb satisfies the functional equation g(x) = b~ag(bx), and fb satisfies the functional equation g(x) = b~ag(bx) + $(x). The addition of the phases eliminates such scaling behavior. Our techniques show that one can nevertheless recover enough scaling to obtain our estimates on the dimension.
Graphs of functions of the form fb also appear as attractors in dynamical systems [7, 9] . Kaplan, Mallet-Paret, and Yorke have obtained exact results on the Lyapunov dimension of some higher dimensional analogues of these functions and have shown the capacity dimension of K(x) is 2 -a for 6 > 1, 0 < a < 1.
Throughout the paper, we will consider functions as graphs. By dim(.E'), we mean the Hausdorff dimension of E. Our notation mostly follows that of Rogers [10] . Thus, if h is a generalized dimension function, h -m(E) denotes the measure of E with respect to the measure induced by h. In particular, if a is a positive number, then a -m(E) denotes the measure of E with respect to h(x) = Xa. Our first theorem which we offer without proof is useful in reducing the calculation of the dimension of a graph to the complicated part of the function. THEOREM 1. If g is Lipschitz, then (1) dim(/ + 9) = dim/.
In particular, dim Wb = dim/f,, where
whenever $ is bounded and Lipschitz.
Let us mention that without some restriction on / and g, dim(/ + g) may be greater than dim /. This may be seen as follows: Therefore, f = gi -g2, where gug2G B. Q.E.D.
REMARK. Theorem 2 shows that almost every function has Hausdorff dimension one. However, we note that almost every function does not have rj-finite linear measure. This follows from the facts that for almost every /, f^1(y) is uncountable unless y is the maximum or minimum value of / [3] and, on the other hand, if / has rj-finite measure, then for almost all y, f~l(y) is countable [4, p. 74] .
Our next theorem is useful for obtaining upper bounds on the Hausdorff dimension of a graph. Let 6 map R+ into R+.
DEFINITION. A function / is said to be convex Lipschitz of order 6 on an interval [a, b] provided there is a constant M such that ifa<x<x + y<6 and 0 < 6 < 1,
We note that if / is in the class AQ described by Zygmund [11] , then / is convex Lipschitz of order xa. However, the converse is not necessarily true.
THEOREM 3. Let 6 be a continuous map of R+ into itself such that (1) ift > 0, 9(t) > 0, (2) Iimt^0 t/9(t) < co, and (3) We first set some notation. We will consider the dyadic expansion of numbers in [0, l]:x = .o"i£2£3 ••■, and the nth approximation:
xn(x) = .efS2---en-
Claim 1. h-m(f\A{Mo)) < +oo. To prove this claim, temporarily fix m G N. For each x G A(Mo), let n(x) be the first n> m such that (5) \f(xn(x)) -f(xn(x) + 2"")| < M0e(2~n). 
Now,
Therefore, the rectangle I(x)xf(I(x)) can be covered by (3M09(2-n(-x'>)/2-n^) + l squares each with edge length 2~n^x>. Thus, we have
6(V22-nW) 3M0 ; . , ' + 1
But, if t is small enough, we have (9) t/0(t) <Q<+oo, and (10) Ci9(t) < 9(V2t) < C29(t),
for some positive constants Cf and C2. Therefore,
This completes the proof of Claim 1.
\f(xn(x)) -f(xn(x) + 2"")| > M09(2~n).
Claim 2. sgn(/(xn(x)) -/(xn(x) + 2 n)) is constant for n > m(x). Otherwise, we have, for example, setting xn = xn(x)
If e"+i = 0, then xn+x -xn and Fix m. We will show that each f\B(M0,m) has finite /i-measure. For e = (Sf, £j) G {0, lp and k < j, define 
Graph(/|B(Moim)) ç \J 1(e) x f (1(e)).
£€C"
For each e G Cn, we need no more than (diam/(/(e))/2~n) + 1 squares with diameter \f22~n to cover the rectangle 1(e) x f(I(e)).
Let
Tn= E(diam/(/(e))/2_n + 1)^V/22-") If 0 < a < 1, it is easy to see that Wb is Lipschitz of order a. The first statement follows from [2] . The last two statements of this theorem follow from Theorem 3 and Hardy's result that if a = 1 and each 0n = 0, fb is nowhere differentiable [5] , and therefore cannot be Lipschitz of order 1. We will generalize the results of Theorem 4 in Theorems 6 and 7. We also note that if / is convex Lipschitz of order 1, then / is in Zygmund's class A*. Choose n such that b~ln+1) < y < b~n. Then an+1 = (¿,-(«+i))<* < ya. So, Choose n such that b^n+^ < y < b~n. Then y262n < 1, and an+1 = b~(n+V < y.
So
IA(x,y,6)\< (b2B/8(ab2 -1) + 3||*||/ (1 -a) )y.
Thus, / is convex Lipschitz of order 1. Q.E.D. REMARK. We do not know whether the van der Waerden-Tagaki function has rj-finite linear measure. We have (41) u(X) = / lx(t, /(*)) dï(t) < #(fc -ljr-^*-1).
Our next task is to obtain some bounds on the size of #s. where m(n + s) is the maximum possible length of E on level n+s. Now, m(n + s) < c/d, where c is the height of the box that g must be in if / is in X on JCT and d = min{<7'(x) | x G J"}. Now, if (x, f(x)) G X, then (x, g(x)) is in a box of height z + 2b-ap/(l -b~a). Since z < b^a(-n+k-^ and p < n + fc -1, we have 2<ö-aP<6-aP/(l-6"a).
So, ™<-.<Ki^)(^)- To see that C > 0, it suffices to show that 261~a/l > 1. Since ||$|| = 1, el < 2. Since S > 3/e, we have 261~a/l > 31"a(2//)Q. Thus, 261~a/l > 1, for 0 < a < 1.
